
Electronic
Recommendations

DYMO Thermal Label Printer

This is the big gun of peel and stick labelers, from tiny up to 4 x 6.
If you do a lot of filing, archiving, or storing of anything this will

save you time in labeling and hassle of them falling off. 

Brother Thermal Label Printer

A bit smaller in size and a little better price, this brother peel and
stick labeler can do most of the thing they Dymo can. 

Fujitsu ScanSnap

The best all in one scanner. When you search scanned documents it not only
searches by title, but for keywords in the document. The Scan Snap also has

updated PHOTO SCANNING capability, either by album or individually. You
can scan stack of papers in one sitting (up to 50 pages) , very little jamming as
long as papers are not stapled. It is also very fast for a scanner!  I love the fact

that it has a feeder guide for receipts and smaller documents. The lid folds
closed making it very compact when not in use

Mobile ScanSnap

If space is an issue, this portable scanner can be great, but is only
one page at a time, and operates on batteries! Best for scanning

documents. 
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Brother P-Touch Label Maker

I love, love. LOVE a label maker. Did you know when things are
labeled, it greatly increases the likelihood the item goes back where

it belongs? This little guy is so versatile and you can get colored
tape, wider, narrower and lots of options. 

Small Flat Plug Power Strip

Flat plug extension cords are the best. Furniture can fit tight to the
wall, and these have grounded 3 prong access, plus USB-A and USB-

C ports.

Mini Power Strip

Also in a larger plug size, slightly different wall plug but still flat

Tape options:
Multicolor Tape , White Tape , Clear Tape , Clear Tape w Color Font

100 Pack Nail in Cable Clips

Flat plug extension cords are the best. Furniture can fit tight to the
wall, and these have grounded 3 prong access, plus USB-A and USB-

C ports.

Task Timer

This task timer is my fave. Flip it to the time count you need and get to work on
any task. 
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